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Abstract 
Identifying competitors for an individual company or a group of companies is important for 
businesses. Although people can consult paid company profile resources such as Hoover’s and 
Mergent, these sources are incomplete in company relationship coverage. We present an approach 
that uses graph-theoretic measures and machine learning techniques to achieve automated 
discovery of competitor relationships on the basis of structure of an intercompany network derived 
from company citations (cooccurrence) in online news articles. We also estimate to what extent 
our approach could extend the competitor relationships available from the data sources, Hoover’s 
and Mergent. 
Keywords: Web mining, classification in networked data, competitor discovery, business news 
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Introduction 
Scanning the competitive environment of a company or a group of companies represents an essential facet of 
businesses. To gather information about competitor relationships, people resort to various options, such as asking 
business associates (e.g., customers, suppliers), reading news articles, searching the Web, attending business 
conventions, or looking through paid company profile resources such as Hoover’s (http://www.hoovers.com) and 
Mergent (http://www.mergentonline.com). Although the company profiling resources have reduced search efforts 
and made some business relationship information easily accessible, due to their limited resources or following 
different criteria when identifying desired companies, they can suffer from a scalability problem and provide 
incomplete information. For example, Hoover’s considers Interchange Corp. a competitor of Google, whereas 
Mergent does not specify such a relationship. In contrast, Mergent includes Tercica Inc. as a competitor of 
GlaxoSmithKline plc, whereas Hoover’s does not. Approaches that automatically discover important business 
relationships could complement and expand on existing, resource-intensive efforts. For a company, keeping track of 
the competitive landscape of its suppliers can help it gain leverage on the supply side. Similarly, it is also important 
for the company to identify the competitors of its clients since those competitors may potentially become its clients 
as well. Moreover, identification of competitors is especially non-trivial when a financial or marketing analyst is 
researching competitors for a set of hundred or more companies. For example, a financial analyst looking at 
investing in a Web analytics firm may seek to identify which other companies are its potential competitors in order 
to hedge the investment. The analyst may need to repeat the process on a continual basis and over hundreds of 
companies. The task becomes even more difficult when the companies and their competitors are foreign or private 
entities. An automated tool that decreases the manual effort in competitor discovery can provide cost and time 
savings. Commercial company profile providers such as Hoover’s and Mergent can also benefit from decreased 
dependence on manual efforts. 
Bao et al. (2008) observe that a company is more likely to cooccur with its competitors in web pages than with non-
competitors. We recognize that simply because a company is mentioned in a news story about another company 
does not necessarily imply that the two companies are competitors. However, by aggregating and analyzing 
company citations from tens of thousands of news articles and by considering graph-theoretic properties of a 
network of companies derived from the citations, automated techniques could learn to recognize patterns for 
identifying competitors. A novelty of this research is in the use of structural attributes of a network derived from 
seemingly noisy data (company citations in news) to discover knowledge (i.e., competitor relationships), given the 
fact that news stories are generally not written to explicitly describe such relationships. Furthermore, our proposed 
approach is language neutral in that it does not apply natural language processing (NLP) methods on news beyond 
recognizing the tickers of companies. Our approach consists of the following four main steps. 
1. Given a collection of news stories organized by company, we identify company citations in news stories. 
The first step is described in two subsections, Raw Data and Preliminary Data Processing. 
2. We construct a directed, weighted intercompany network from the company citations, and then identify 
four types of attributes from network structure which differ in their coverage of the intercompany network. 
The section of Graph-theoretic Attributes and subsection of Node and Link Identification explain this step. 
3. We use the four types of attributes and competitors identified from Hoover’s and Mergent to train 
classifiers that learn to infer competitor relationship between a pair of companies linked in the network, and 
evaluate the competitor classification performance on the basis of several metrics (e.g., precision, recall, 
false positive rate, F1, etc.) with four different classifiers. In particular, noticing the issue of imbalanced 
data set, we tackle the problem with two different techniques, decision threshold adjustment (DTA) and 
undersampling-emsemble (UE). This step is presented in the section Competitor Discovery. 
4. Considering Hoover’s and Mergent as gold standards (i.e., information sources that contain reliable data), 
we estimate the coverage (in terms of identifying pairs of competitors) of each gold standard in an 
(unknown) competitor space. In addition, we estimate the extension provided by our approach to each gold 
standard. The last step is covered in the Competitor Extension section. 
This study focuses on the following two research questions regarding the proposed approach: 
1. How effective can we discover competitor relationships between companies using four types of attributes 
derived from the intercompany network? Especially, given a big portion of our data set is considered 
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imbalanced (i.e., number of non-competitor pairs >> number of competitor pairs), we apply special 
classification techniques to deal with the imbalance and report their classification performance. 
2. To what extent can Hoover’s and Mergent cover the set of all competitors, and to what extent does the 
proposed approach extend the competitor coverage by Hoover’s and Mergent? 
Literature Review 
Network structure has been shown to help classification in networked data. When classifying hypertext, Chakrabarti 
et al. (1998) find that using pages’ hyperlink structure significantly improves classification as compared to using 
only text of the pages. In a systematic experimental study with twelve data sets, Macskassy and Provost (2007) 
compare various learning and inference techniques and find that a weighted-vote relational neighbor (wnRN) 
classification model often performs well, and the simple wnRN classifier makes predictions using the class labels of 
related neighbors and thus does not involve any learning or use any inherent attributes such as text of a page. 
Becchetti et al. (2008) propose a link-based technique for automatic detection of spamming web sites. They compute 
structural attributes, such as indegree, outdegree, PageRank and TrustedRank scores, of a URL-link network, feed 
those attributes to a decision tree classifier, and report classification performance (i.e., F1) on the basis of different 
combinations of those network attributes. By analyzing network structure (e.g., k-core) and using structural 
attributes from a seller-buyer transaction network, Wang and Chiu (2008) improve online recommendation system 
on trusted auction sellers. Using structural information from linked bloggers, Bhagat et al. (2007) infer certain 
properties, such as age and location, of bloggers. 
Link prediction estimates the existence of a link between two nodes on the basis of attributes of the nodes and link 
structure of a network (Getoor and Diehl, 2005). According to Getoor and Diehl (2005), one approach to prediction 
is entirely based on network structural properties. Using structural properties derived from network representing 
coauthorships among physicists, Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) predicts a coauthorship between two physicists 
who did not have such a relationship in past. They compute values for a variety of network structure attributes and 
compare them with those from random guess. Through trial and error with identified structural attributes Karamon et 
al. (2008) identify desired features and use decision tree classifier for link prediction. 
The main difference between our current study and the above-mentioned work is that they do not focus on 
discovering business relationships between companies. In addition, we predict competitor relationship not from a 
network constructed from given competitor relationships but from a citation-based intercompany network where a 
citation represents a company being mentioned in a news story belonging to another company. While a citation often 
does not indicate a direct business relationship, structural attributes derived from such a citation-based intercompany 
network can enhance the ability to infer competitor relationships from an otherwise noisy network. 
Researchers in areas such as organizational behavior and sociology also have investigated the nature and 
implications of social networks created by business relationships. In his highly cited research, Granovetter (1985) 
argues that most economic behavior in model society is embedded in social relation networks. And many 
researchers analyze economic phenomena from social network structure. For example, using a commercial directory 
of biotechnology firms as their data source, Walker et al. (1997) demonstrate that network structure strongly 
influences the choices of a biotechnology startup in terms of establishing new relationships (licensing, joint venture, 
R&D partnership) with other companies. Uzzi (1999) investigates the effect of social relationships and networks on 
a firm’s acquisition and cost of capital. Furthermore, Gulati and Gargiulo (1999) demonstrate that an existing 
interorganizational network structure influences the formation of new alliances, which eventually modifies the 
existing network. However, these prior studies use explicitly specified/given relationships, often from reliable data 
sources such as commercial or government databases, surveys, or interviews, to construct a social network. In 
contrast, we attempt to discover/predict business relationships from an intercompany network constructed by 
company citations which do not represent specific business relationships. And we want to examine whether such a 
network built from seemingly irrelevant citation-based links can still provide us interesting information. 
Using ClearForest, a commercial text analytics software, to identify companies from Yahoo! News, Bernstein et al. 
(2002) construct an undirected and unweighted (binary weight) intercompany network. All companies are linked to 
each other if they cooccur in the same piece of news. They filter the network down to a few hundred companies, 
rank each company according to its connections with other companies, and report that some of the 30 top-ranked 
companies in the computer industry are also Fortune 1000 companies. In another study, with the same data set 
Bernstein et al. (2003) predict a company’s industry sector using the sector information of its neighbors in an 
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intercompany network. Without applying the ClearForest software the authors use stock tickers in news to identify 
companies (Bernstein et al. 2003). Hence, they take advantage of the ticker feature that is provided by Yahoo! 
Finance. In the current work, we also use tickers to identify companies. However, compared with Bernstein et al. 
(2002, 2003), we qualify links in the constructed network by both direction and weights. More importantly, we study 
a different problem: we employ a variety of graph-theoretic metrics to predict the competitor relationship between 
companies and estimate the competitor coverage of gold standards and the extension provided by our approach to 
each gold standard. 
Bao et al. (2008) presents an NLP approach that can extract competitors from web search results (i.e., snippets) 
given a query, such as company name. Different from their work, our approach is language neutral (we do not resort 
to NLP techniques to analyze news content) when constructing an intercompany network and we resort to network 
structural attributes to infer competitor relationships. 
Graph-theoretic Attributes 
We introduce four types network structural attributes on the basis of the range of the network used to compute the 
attributes: dyad degree-based, node degree-based, node centrality-based, and structural equivalence-based. 
Two Types of Degree-Based Attributes 
Figure 1 shows a very small portion of the intercompany network that consists of five companies/nodes joined by 15 
directed, weighted links. In this intercompany network, degree reflects the flow (inward, outward, or both) of 























Figure 1. Directed and Weighted Graph Derived from News Citations 
Notes: DELL: Dell Inc., INCX: Interchange Corp., GOOG: Google Inc., JPM: JP Morgan Chase & Co., YHOO: 
Yahoo! Inc. 
We first introduce a group of dyad (i.e., pairwise) degree-based attributes as follows: 
• Weight of dyad indegree (WDID), such that WDID(ni, nj) is the weight of the link from nj to ni. 
• Weight of dyad outdegree (WDOD), such that WDOD(ni, nj) is the weight of the link from ni to nj. 
• Net weight of dyad (NWD), such that 
NWD(ni, nj) = WDOD(ni, nj) – WDID(ni, nj).  (1) 
• Weight of dyad inoutdegree (WDIOD), such that 
WDIOD(ni, nj) = WDOD(ni, nj) + WDID(ni, nj).  (2) 
In Figure 1, WDID, WDOD, NWD, and WDIOD for the link of (YHOO, GOOG) is 478, 512, 34, and 990, 
respectively. Consistent with the observation of Bao et al. (2008) that a company is more likely to cooccur 
with its competitors than with non-competitors, we expect that a large WDID, WDOD, and/or WDIOD 
value may indicate a stronger relationship between the given pair of companies. 
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To take into account a node’s neighbors, we also consider the following node degree-based attributes. 
• Weight of node indegree (WNID), such that 
WNID(ni) = ∑
∈ ij NBn
ji nnWDID ),( ,     (3) 
where NBi denotes all of ni’s neighbors, and the equation measures the flow of citations from all 
companies in the network to the focal company. We expect “important” companies to draw a greater 
number of total citations from other companies as indegree often represents prestige (Wasserman and 
Faust 1994) or authoritativeness (Kleinberg 1999). 
• Weight of node outdegree (WNOD), such that 
WNOD(ni) = ∑
∈ ij NBn
ji nnWDOD ),( ,   (4) 
which measures the flow of citations from the focal company to all other companies in the network. The 
outdegree is often considered a simple measure of centrality (Wasserman and Faust 1994). 
• Weight of node inoutdegree (WNIOD), or 
WNIOD(ni) = ∑
∈ ij NBn
ji nnWDIOD ),( ,   (5) 
which measures the overall flow of citations both to and from the focal company (ni). In essence, this 
attribute measures the overall connectivity of the company and all its neighbor companies in the network, 
independent of the direction of those citations. 
Centrality-Based Attributes 
In addition to dyad and node degree-based measurements, we use a network analysis package, JUNG (O'Madadhain 
2006), to compute scores on the basis of three different centrality/importance measure schemas: PageRank (Brin and 
Page 1998), HITS (Kleinberg 1999), and betweenness centrality (Brandes 2001). These schemas extend beyond 
immediate neighbors to compute the importance or centrality of a given node across the whole network. The 
PageRank algorithm computes a popularity score for each Web page on the basis of the probability that a “random 
surfer” will visit the page (Brin and Page 1998), whereas the HITS algorithm as implemented by O'Madadhain 
(2006) generates an authority score for each page. Both HITS and PageRank compute principal eigenvectors of 
matrices derived from graph representations of the Web (Kleinberg 1999), so our use of them in a graph whose 
nodes refer to companies differs from their original use. Furthermore, as another node centrality measurement, 
betweenness measures the extent to which a node lies between the shortest paths of other nodes in the graph 
(Freeman 1979). These global centrality attributes use the same underlying intuition as that for the node degree-
based attributes but could be more informative because they consider the entire network instead of focusing on 
immediate neighbors. We expect that a more important company is more likely to have a relationship with a given 
company than is a less important one, thus we use those node global centrality attributes and node degree-based 
attributes because they represent the importance (e.g., prestige or centrality) of a node in the whole network. 
Structural Equivalence (SE)-Based Attributes 
Lorrain and White (1971) identify two nodes as structurally equivalent if they have the same links to and from other 
nodes in the network. Because it is unlikely that two nodes will be exactly structurally equivalent in our 
intercompany network, we use a similarity metric to measure their degree of structural equivalence (SE). To 
represent the intercompany network, we use a weighted adjacency N×N matrix, where N is the number of nodes. 
The SE between two nodes is the normalized dot product (i.e., cosine similarity) of the two corresponding rows in 
the matrix, in which an element can be WDID, WDOD, or WDIOD and therefore produce WDID-, WDOD-, or 
WDIOD-based SE similarity. Intuitively, the WDID-based SE similarity between company A and company B 
captures the overlap between companies whose news stories cite A and companies whose news stories cite B 
(analogous to co-citation (Small 1973)); the WDOD-based SE similarity reflects the overlap between companies that 
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news stories of both A and B cite (analogous to bibliometric coupling (Kessler 1963)). A high overlap between the 
neighbors of two nodes in our intercompany network may reflect overlap in their businesses or markets, which could 
indicate a competitor relationship. 
The four types of attributes represent a wide variety of network properties suggested in the social network analysis 
and graph-theoretic literature and they differ in amount of network covered by them. In Table 1, we summarize 
these attributes by type and range of network covered. 
Table 1. Four Types of Network Attributes 
Attribute Type Attributes Range of Network Covered 
Dyad degree-based WDID, WDOD, WDIOD A given node and only one directly connected node 
Node degree-based WNID, WNOD, WNIOD A given node and all directly connected nodes 
Node centrality-based pagerank, hits, betweenness Whole network 
SE-based WDID-, WDOD-, WDIOD- 
based SE similarity 




The raw data set consists of eight months (July 2005–February 2006) of business news for all companies on Yahoo! 
Finance. We include all companies across all nine industry sectors (basic materials, conglomerates, consumer goods, 
financial, healthcare, industrial goods, services, technology, and utilities) used in Yahoo! Finance. 
Preliminary Data Processing 
Yahoo! Finance organizes business news from yahoo.com, forbes.com, thestreet.com, businessweek.com, and other 
sources by company. Taking advantage of this organizing mechanism, we programmatically fetch news stories for 
each company during the eight-month period. We observe that very often Yahoo! organizes the same piece of news 
under different companies if the news contains stock tickers for those companies; we treat such a news story as 
belonging to each of the companies that Yahoo! identifies for the story. For example if a news article mentions 
companies A (identified by its ticker) twice and company B once and it is organized under each of the companies, 
from this piece of news we derive WDID, WDOD, and WDIOD as 2, 1, and 3, respectively, for the pair (A, B). 
Node and Link Identification 
A news story in Yahoo! Finance mentions a company according to its stock ticker. This feature makes company 
identification easy. Thus we resort to these stock tickers to identify the companies mentioned in a given news story. 
It restricts our current analysis to publicly traded companies, but note that our general approach can be extended to 
any type of company as long as there is a way to recognize the companies in news stories. If a news story belonging 
to company ni mentions another company nj, we identify a directed link from ni to nj, denoted as (ni, nj). If company 
nj appears several times in the same piece of news, each citation adds to the accumulated weight for that directed 
link. We aggregate citation count across all news stories but do not count self-references. That is, we ignore citations 
to company ni if they appear in a news story belonging to ni. Our final data set consists of 6,428 companies and 
60,532 news stories. 
In the following we introduce two data sets that we use to evaluate competitor classification performance. Data set I 
represents the entire set of company pairs in the network, and data set II represents the imbalanced part of the 
network. 
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Instance Selection and Labeling of Data Set I 
We first use NWD (net flow of citations between a pair of companies) to identify all distinct company pairs in the 
network without considering direction. To obtain distinct company pairs we include only pairs with non-negative 
NWD values, and for any link (ni, nj) with a NWD value of 0, we ignore the opposite link (nj, ni). In other words, all 
distinct company pairs in the intercompany network that have any citations between them are identified. For the 
entire intercompany network, we identify a total of 87,340 company pairs. Next, we sort the company pairs by their 
WDIOD values, which range from 1 to 990, in descending order, because WDIOD captures the total volume of 
citations between two companies in news. In terms of WDIOD values, the data set is skewed; most company pairs 
have small WDIOD values. Since we conjecture that more citations in news stories should increase the likelihood 
that two companies have a business relationship, to examine competitor relationships, we group company pairs with 
the same or similar WDIOD values by dividing them into baskets, such that links with different WDIOD values do 
not appear in the same basket unless the basket contains fewer than 200 pairs. This procedure results in 21 baskets 
associated with different WDIOD values. We randomly choose 40 company pairs from each basket, and the 
resulting 840 company pairs constitute data set I, which we use to examine the classification performance of the 
individual baskets. 
We manually determine whether each of the 840 company pairs in the 21 sample baskets of data set I is a competitor 
pair using the Hoover’s and Mergent sources. We cannot automatically derive this data from Hoover’s and Mergent 
(through a Web agent or crawler) because the two sources restrict such access to their proprietary data. If we find a 
competitor relationship between the two companies according to either Hoover’s or Mergent, we assign the pair a 
class label of 1 (positive instance); otherwise, it receives a class label of 0 (negative instance). Compared with the 
first 17 sample baskets, the last four (sample baskets 18-21) are more imbalanced in that they contain no more than 
10% of positive instances. 
Instance Selection and Labeling of Data Set II 
In an imbalanced data set, most instances occur in one class, whereas the minority is labeled as the other class, and 
the latter typically is the more important class (Kotsiantis et al. 2006). As prior research (e.g. Weiss and Provost 
2003) show that typical classification methods fail to detect the minority in an imbalanced data set and they generate 
poor precision and recall (e.g., close to 0%) for the positives (the minority class). In our case, the positives are the 
competitor pairs. The main reason for this poor performance is that the classifiers, by default, maximize accuracy 
and therefore give more weight to majority classes than minority ones (Kotsiantis et al. 2006). For example, for a 
data set where only 1% of the instances have a positive label, simply assigning every instance a negative label and 
not detecting any positives achieves an accuracy of 99%. To handle the imbalanced data set problem, we first create 
a larger data set, data set II, by proportionally (according to basket size) sampling a total of 2000 company pairs 
from the four imbalanced baskets (18, 19, 20, and 21) having the lowest ratio of positives (≤10%). Same as before, 
we manually label the 2000 company pairs using Hoover’s and Mergent. 
For further analysis, in addition to data sets I and II, we also combine the 17 sample baskets (1–17) in data set I and 
all the 2000 company pairs in data set II to calculate estimated overall performance results (see details in Section 
6.6). For convenience, we call this combination of the two data sets data set III, which contains 18 baskets, and data 
set II provides the eighteenth sample basket. 
Competitor Discovery 
In this section we present classification results for data set I and imbalanced data set II, and estimate overall 
performance on the basis of results from data set III. 
Evaluation Metrics 
Table 2 is the confusion matrix containing the actual and classified classes for a classification problem with two 
class labels. TP refers to the number of true positives, TN is the number of true negatives, FP is the number of false 
positives, and FN represents the number of false negatives. Using the confusion matrix, we employ the following 
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), accuracy, and F1 (Salton 1971). 
Table 2. Confusion Matrix 
  Classified class label 
  Positive Negative 
Positive TP FN 
Actual class label 
Negative FP TN 
One of the most common metrics to evaluate classifiers for an imbalanced data set is the receiver operating 
characteristics (ROC) curve (Kotsiantis et al. 2006), a two-dimensional curve with TP rate (recall) on the y-axis and 
FP rate on the x-axis. Thus, a ROC curve can address an important tradeoff—namely, the number of correctly 
identified positives or true positives increases at the expense of introducing additional false positives. The area under 
ROC, which is called AUC, also offers an evaluation metric. 
Competitor Classification with Data Set I 
Using the publicly available Weka API (Witten and Frank 2005), we employ four classification methods: artificial 
neural network (ANN), Bayes net (BN), C4.5 decision tree (DT), and logistic regression (LR) to classify company 
pairs. Models based on ANN, BN, and DT are common classifiers in data mining, and LR frequently appears in 
business research to address problems with a binary class label (as in our competitor classification problem). We 
employ four popular classification methods so as to compare their performance and to allow a user to decide a 
proper one based on his or her specification. For each sample basket of data set I, except for basket 21, which does 
not contain any competitor pairs (we address this basket, together with three other baskets as the imbalanced data set 
II, in the following subsection), in Figure 2 we report the average precision and recall generated by 10-fold cross-
















Figure 2. Precision and Recall of Data Set I by ANN and the Prior Distribution 
In Figure 2, besides the precision and recall, we also include the prior distribution of positives in each sample basket 
for comparison. The precision curve is almost always above the prior probability, except for the last two sample 
baskets with the lowest prior distributions (5.0% and 2.5%.) Though for most baskets ANN’s classification 
performance is reasonably good, it weakens when WDIOD values are very small (in last few baskets). This result 
highlights the inherent challenge of accurately classifying the minority class for imbalanced data sets (the last few 
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baskets). The other three classification methods (BN, DT, and LR) show similar performance patterns but poorer 
performance overall. 
Competitor Classification with Data Set II 
Background on Handling Imbalanced Data Sets 
Solutions to handling imbalanced data sets for classification problems exist at both data and algorithmic levels. 
Several data-level solutions use different resampling approaches, such as undersampling majority, oversampling 
minority, or oversampling minority by creating a synthetic minority (Chawla et al. 2002), which changes the prior 
distribution of the original data set (Kotsiantis et al. 2006) before learning from the data set. Another approach at the 
data level segments the whole data into disjoint regions, such that the data in certain region(s) are no longer 
imbalanced (Weiss 2004). 
Some popular solutions at the algorithmic level include the following: 
• Decision threshold adjustment (DTA), which, given a (normalized) probability of an instance being 
positive (or negative), changes the probability threshold used to determine the class label of the instance 
(Provost 2000). 
• Cost-sensitive learning (CSL), which assigns fixed and unequal costs to different misclassifications, such as 
cost(false negative) > cost(false positive), to minimize the misclassifications of positives (Pazzani et al. 
1994). 
• Recognition-based learning (RBL), which, unlike a two-class classification method that learns rules for 
both positive and negative classes, is a one-class learning method and learns only rules that classify the 
minority (Weiss 2004; Kotsiantis et al. 2006). 
We employ several of these techniques to address our imbalanced data set. Specifically, we divide the whole data set 
into 21 baskets on the basis of WDIOD, and many of these turn out to be more “balanced” than the entire data set, so 
it matches the segment data approach (Weiss 2004) for handling imbalanced data sets. For the few imbalanced 
baskets, we sample more instances to form the imbalanced data set II. Next we apply two different approaches, DTA 
approach and an undersampling-ensemble (UE) method, to address the imbalanced data set problem. We choose 
DTA due to its simplicity and select UE as a representative of resampling approach. We do not choose the CSL 
approach, mostly because we do not know the right ratio for the cost of FN versus the cost of FP in the context of 
our competitor classification problem. However, we consider DTA and CSL to be very similar, in that they both 
create a bias toward positive classifications. For data set II, we report various performance metrics suited for an 
imbalanced data set, including F1, precision, TP rate, FP rate, ROC, AUC, and accuracy. Next we briefly review the 
two approaches (DTA and UE) for dealing with classification of imbalanced data. 
The DTA Approach 
With this approach, we simply adjust the decision threshold used by a classifier to determine whether to classify an 
instance as positive or negative, given its (normalized) probability of being positive. For example, given that Pr(x is 
positive) = 0.3, the instance x is labeled negative when the decision threshold is 0.5. However, when the threshold is 
adjusted to 0.2, x is classified as positive. 
For training and testing, we follow strict tuning procedures suggested by Salzberg (1997) and describe our steps as 
follows. We randomly select 1500 instances as a training set from the imbalanced data set II and the remaining 500 
as the testing set. For each classification method, we use 10-fold cross validation and tune the input parameters to 
observe the best performance on the F1 measure with just the training set. Finally, we apply each trained classifier 
with its respective “best” parameter setting to the testing set for evaluation purposes. Moreover, to determine 
robustness, we randomly divide the 2000 company pairs into four disjoint sets of equal size, which form four 
different pairs of training and testing sets (C
3
4  = 4). We then apply the training–tuning–testing procedures to the 
four pairs of training and testing sets and report the average results (see the equation (6)). In each case, training and 
parameter tuning relies solely on the training data set, whereas our evaluation uses only the testing data set. During 
training, for ANN we tune the learning rate from 0.1 to 1.0 and momentum from 0.1 to 0.3; for BN, we choose K2 
(Cooper and Herskovitz 1992) and TAN (Friedman et al. 1997) as algorithms for the search network structure; for 
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DT, we change the minimum leaf size from 2 to 10; and we require no parameter tuning for LR. For all other 
parameters, we accept the default from Weka. We apply the same tuning procedures throughout the study whenever 
we use parameter tuning. 
The UE Approach 
From the original imbalanced data set II, we generate multiple, smaller, more balanced sub–data sets by duplicating 
all minority (positive) instances in each subset and then evenly splitting the majority into those subsets, as we depict 
in Figure 3 We build a classifier from each subset and use an ensemble approach (Estabrooks and Japkowicz 2001) 
to generate the final classification result. We choose the majority vote as the ensemble approach, and for the 
majority vote, we use the binary output (0 or 1) of each classifier and the probability output (a value between 0 and 
1) of each classifier, denoted as the majority vote by count (MVC) and majority vote by probability (MVP), 
respectively. 
 
Figure 3. Generating More-Balanced Sub Data Sets for an Ensemble Classifier 
During the training phase, from the initial ratio of positives in the subsets, we tune the parameters for each classifier 
(except for LR) and record its performance in an output file. We repeat this procedure with different ratios of 
positives, which change from 0.05 to 0.60 with a step size of 0.05. From all output files, on the basis of the best 
performance on the F1 measure, we determine a set of best parameters for a classifier and a best ratio of positives. 
Finally, we apply the trained classifiers with their best parameter settings and best ratios of positives to the testing 
set for evaluation. Similarly, we divide the 2000 company pairs into four disjoint sets of equal size, generate results 
separately for the four pairs of training and testing sets, and report the average results. 
Classification Performance for Data Set II 
In Table 3, we report the precision, TP rate (recall), FP rate, F1, accuracy, and AUC of the testing sets for each 
classification method using the DTA approach. Each number in bold indicates the best performance for a 
measurement across the four classification models. Because we have four pairs of training (1500 instances) and 
testing (500 instances) sets (as described in the subsection of The DTA Approach), we generate and report 



















.      (6) 
Here the subscript i, a number between 1 and 4, denotes the four disjoint testing sets. For brevity, the equations 
for other performance measurements, which are similar to (6), are not included here. 
The UE approach with MVC and MVP produces similar results to those in Table 3. For example, with MVC, the 
maximum value of the F1 measure is 0.204. Although the UE approach is more complex than the simple DTA 
approach, in that it requires an undersampling of majority class to form multiple smaller data sets and adjusting 
ratios of positives in these small data sets, the two methods show similar classification performance. Thus, in 
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next section when estimating the extent to which our approach extends the gold standards, we use the results 
from the DTA approach. 
Table 3. Classification Performance of Data Set II by DTA Approach 
Avg. performance ANN BN DT LR 
Precision 0.268 0.125 0.185 0.322 
Recall 0.220 0.240 0.230 0.190 
False positive rate 0.032 0.088 0.053 0.021 
F1 0.242 0.164 0.205 0.239 
Accuracy 0.931 0.878 0.911 0.940 
AUC 0.736 0.672 0.610 0.723 
Estimated Overall Classification Performance on the Basis of Data Set III 
Our classification performance measurements thus far compute values for each sample basket. Because sample 
baskets consist of randomly selected links from the original (larger) baskets, these performance results represent the 
performance on the original baskets. However, we also want to estimate the classification performance for all of the 
baskets combined, or the whole data set with its 87,340 company pairs. This estimation requires that we extrapolate 
the performance observed in the sample baskets to the entire original basket. So we estimate overall precision, TP 
rate (recall), FP rate, accuracy, and F1 using data set III. For the 17 sample baskets from data set I, the classification 
results are based on 10-fold cross validation, whereas for the eighteenth sample basket, we combine and use the 
results generated from the four disjoint testing sets (each with 500 instances). The estimated overall precision is 


























.    (7) 




B has a 
different value. The equations for other performance metrics are similar and not included for brevity. 
We estimate the overall classification performance by extending performance measurements for a sample basket to 
the corresponding full basket and then combining the measures across the 18 baskets in data set III. For example, if 
the sample basket Si, which represents the original basket Bi,, contains m instances that are classified as positives by 





m×  instances that would be classified as 
positives by the same model. Our measurements, such as that shown in equation (7), estimate the overall 
classification performance for the whole data set of 87,340 company pairs by considering different basket sizes. 
Hence, such measurements are insensitive to how the whole data set is partitioned, and the resulting estimation 
indicates the performance of an ensemble of 18 classifiers (one for each basket), all using a given classification 
method. The estimated overall prior probability for positives is 11.8% (approximately 1 in 9 company pairs in the 
original data set is a competitor pair). In contrast with this low estimated prior, Table 4 shows that our competitor 
discovery approach can achieve reasonably good estimated classification performance. ANN achieves the best 
performance on more metrics than the other three methods, but unlike the three methods (ANN, DT, and BN), LR 
does not require any parameter turning and produces comparably good results. We highlight the best performance 
value for each measurement in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Estimated Overall Performances for the Whole Data Set 
  Precision Recall FP rate F1 Accuracy 
ANN 0.419 0.378 0.046 0.397 0.907 
BN 0.238 0.354 0.095 0.284 0.863 
DT 0.341 0.374 0.064 0.357 0.891 
LR 0.388 0.330 0.046 0.357 0.904 
Competitor Extension 
In Introduction, we use an anecdote to illustrate that the gold standards can be incomplete. In this section we suggest 
metrics to estimate (1) the coverage of competitor pairs by a gold standard and (2) the extent to which our approach 
extends each gold standard. 
Estimating the Coverage of a Gold Standard 
We require the following notation from Figure 4 to describe the estimation procedure: 
C: (unknown) complete set of competitor pairs, 
H: set of competitor pairs covered by Hoover’s, 
M: set of competitor pairs covered by Mergent, and 




Figure 4. Competitor Covered by Two Gold Standards 
Following the ideas discussed in Le Cren (1965) to estimate wildlife populations and in Lawrence and Giles (1998) 
to estimate the coverage of search engines, we assume H and M are independent subsets of C and thus estimate the 
extent to which H covers C, according to how much of H covers M (i.e., JHM) and the size of M. We therefore 










J HM .       (9) 
If H and M are not completely independent, the value of JHM (their intersection) is expected to be larger than when 
they are independent. Then our coverage estimation provides an upper bound on true coverage. 
We previously labeled the positive instances according to Hoover’s and Mergent for each sample basket, which 
enables us to compute the number of competitor pairs identified by Hoover’s (
iH ) and Mergent ( iM ) separately, as 
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well as the intersection of Hoover’s and Mergent ( HiMiJ ) for the i
th
 sample basket. Similar to our approach used in 
Equation (7), we estimate the number of positives (for Hoover’s, Mergent, and their intersection) in each original 
basket by multiplying the number of positives in the sample basket by the ratio of the basket size to the sample 



































































.               (11) 
We find that the estimated coverage of Hoover’s and Mergent is 46.0% and 24.9%, respectively. So we estimate that 
both company profile resources individually cover less than 50% of all competitor pairs. The results quantify and 
confirm our initial anecdote about incompleteness of these industry-strength data sources. 
Estimating the Extension of the Proposed Approach to a Gold Standard 
We now present a procedure to estimate how much our automated approach might extend a gold standard (i.e., 
identify competitor pairs that are not covered by the gold standard). Our estimation procedure uses the following 
notation in Figure 5: 
 
Figure 5. Competitor Covered by Two Gold Standards and Our Approach 
O: the set of competitor pairs classified by our approach, 
H = C – H, 
M = C – M, 
O = C – O∩ C, 
JHMO = H∩M∩O, 
JHMO = H∩M∩O, 
JHMO = H∩M∩O, and 
JHMO = H∩M∩O. 
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Thus, JHMO is a subset of competitor pairs that our approach classifies as positive and that Mergent confirms as 
positive but that Hoover’s does not identify as competitors. Given that competitor pairs in Mergent are a subset of 
all competitor pairs, we estimate the extent to which our approach extends Hoover’s (Ext(O, H)) as follows: 





.       (12) 
Similarly, we estimate the extent to which our approach extends Mergent (Ext(O, M)) as follows: 





.       (13) 
As researchers, we do not judge/label whether two given companies are competitors or not. Instead, we resort to 
real-world commercial company profile resources (i.e., Hoover’s and Mergent), trust their identified competitors, 
and thus call them gold standards. The extension of our approach to one gold standard depends on how much the 
other confirms our output as we are not in the position to judge competitors. More specifically, while estimating the 
extensions provided by our approach over Hoover’s or Mergent, we treat each of the gold standard sources as 
independent samples of all competitor pairs (the universe, C). Since the entire universe (C) is unknown, we can only 
estimate the extensions through samples of the universe and we consider H and M samples of C. Moreover, it may 
be possible to combine the two data sources (Hoover’s + Mergent) and use a third data source for estimating 
extension by our approach over Hoover’s + Mergent. The methodology for estimating the extensions would remain 
the same. One could incrementally apply the methodology to a combination of even larger number of data sources if 
they are available. On the basis of equations 12 and 13, we compute the extension of our approach to each gold 
standard using results from data set III with the following equations. 
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Table 5. Extensions to a Gold Standard 
 ANN BN DT LR 
Ext(O, H) 5.9% 7.3% 9.80% 5.0% 
Ext(O, M) 28.7% 23.4% 30.50% 24.3% 
 
Table 5 shows the estimation of how much our approach extends the knowledge available from each of the gold 
standards, for the different classification methods. These extension values are based on classification results 
generated from a set of input parameters and classification methods. The results in Table 5 are associated with 
estimated overall performance in Table 4. For example, for ANN the extensions offered by our approach to 
Hoover’s and Mergent are associated with precision, recall, FP rate, and F1 of 0.419, 0.378, 0.046, and 0.397, 
respectively. 
Conclusions 
We propose and evaluate an approach that exploits company citations in online news to create an intercompany 
network whose structural attributes are used to infer competitor relationships between companies. As noted earlier 
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the company citations in news do not necessarily represent competitor relationships. However, we find that such a 
citation-based network carries latent information and the structural properties can be used to infer competitor 
relationships. Our evaluations prompt three broad observations. First, the intercompany network captures signals 
about competitor relationships. Second, the structural attributes, when combined in various types of classification 
models, infer competitor relationships. For imbalanced portions of the data, we require more advanced modeling 
techniques (e.g., data segmentation, DTA) to achieve reasonable performance. Third, we quantify the degree to 
which two commercial data sources are incomplete in their coverage of competitors and estimate the extent to which 
our approach extends them while still maintaining adequate performance. Our approach, especially as an initial 
filtering step before further manual examinations, can be used by an individual company to find its emerging 
competitors and competitors of its clients or suppliers. The suggested approach can be used by a financial analyst to 
identify a large group of potential competitors in a sector. It can also be used by a company profile resource such as 
Hoover’s and Mergent to identify what it could be missing and to greatly reduce its manual efforts. 
Our approach can employ news stories in various languages and from different countries as long as there is a 
mechanism to identify company citations. It would be interesting to investigate the effect of volume (number of 
news stories) on the classification performance of our approach. Also it would be worthwhile to explore whether the 
intercompany network can predict future competitor relationships. Comparing our approach with work (e.g., Bao et 
al., 2008) that analyzes text to identify competitors or enhancing our current approach by incorporating text analysis 
can be interesting future direction. Our approach may be extended to discover other business relationships, such as 
supplier relationship and company’s industry classification code. 
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